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HEADLINES
-Ramaphosa
promises quick end
to Zuma saga.
ENERGY IN THE
NEW;
-Global mining firms
sue Kenya for $3.2
billion compensation.
NATIONAL;
-Results of 4,525
candidates withheld.
EDUCATION;
-Results of 4,525
candidates withheld.
COURT;
-Kadaga orders audit
on Kasaija over
Shs700b.
BUSINESS;
-UNBS confiscates
harmful cosmetics.
SPORTS;
-All eyes on
Cheptegei in
Saturday’s Cross
country.
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POLITICS;
Ramaphosa promises quick end to Zuma saga; Mr Ramaphosa issued a
statement Wednesday saying the feedback he gave the National Assembly
Speaker was that the discussions with President Jacob Zuma were constructive
and lay a basis for a speedy resolution of the matter. Read More
ENERGY IN THE NEWS;
Global mining firms sue Kenya for $3.2 billion compensation; trade Principal
Secretary Chris Kiptoo says Kenya is actively involved in about 10 suits before a
Dubai-based disputes tribunal. Read More
Uganda to get national talent register for oil jobs; speaking at a national
suppliers’ workshop for the Tilenga upstream project organized by Fluor and
Ponticelli on Tuesday, Ali Sekatawa, PAU’s director for legal and corporate affairs
revealed that the register is meant to ensure that players in the oil and gas industry
give priority to Ugandans for jobs. Read More
NATIONAL;
MPs angry as Gov’t extends Sachet Waragi ban; the legislators argued that the
wreckage was manifested in the abdication of family duties by drunkard men, with
some failing to fulfill conjugal rights of their wives. Read More
EDUCATION;
Results of 4,525 candidates withheld; the results of last year's Uganda
Certificate of Education exams have been released, with results of 4,525
candidates withheld. That statistic, from 112 exam centres, represents 1.4% of the
candidates that sat the exams. Read More
COURT;
Kadaga orders audit on Kasaija over Shs700b; the Speaker of Parliament, Ms
Rebecca Kadaga, yesterday ordered an investigation against Finance minister
Matia Kasaija and Secretary to the Treasury Keith Muhakanizi for allegedly
bungling Shs700b government money, and suspended any debate on the
parliamentary recommendations to censure the duo over the same matter. Read
More
BUSINESS;
UNBS confiscates harmful cosmetics; according to the government agency
responsible for, among other things, safeguarding the public against harmful and
substandard products, the confiscated items contain substances that are
dangerous to the public health. Read More
SPORTS;
All eyes on Cheptegei in Saturday’s Cross country; saturday will be no
different as the 2017 athlete of the year is expected to be the big name attraction
in the national cross country 10km race in Jinja. Read More
And finally; Kenya crackdown on media, opposition attracts heavy criticism;
since any move against Mr Odinga would likely spark widespread street protests, the
government focused on those around him. Read More
Today’s scripture; Genesis 14:5-6
ESKOMorning quote; “we may encounter many defeats but we must not be
defeated.” By - Maya Angelou
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